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ISSUE PRODUCTS TO PREVENT ISSUE

Barley Straw - PT575
A slow release, natural way to maintain clear water.

Phos-X - PT570, PT571, PT572
Easy to use, Phos-X absorbs and traps phosphate, nitrite and nitrate, gradually and 
safely.

Phosphate Control - PT896, PT898
Micro-organisms reduce phosphate levels and improve water conditions for pond 
inhabitants.  
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Phos-X - PT570, PT571, PT572
Easy to use, Phos-X absorbs and traps phosphate, nitrite and nitrate, gradually and 
safely.

Phosphate Control - PT896, PT898
Micro-organisms reduce phosphate levels and improve water conditions for pond 
inhabitants. 

Bio Booster* - PT891, PT893
Millions of beneficial bacteria boost the natural biological efficiency of ponds as well 
as reduce and control toxins.

Bio Sludge Control* - PT886, PT888
Formulated to break down organic solids, it safely activates immediately when added 
to the pond.  

Bio Booster* - PT891, PT893
Millions of beneficial bacteria boost the natural biological efficiency of ponds as well 
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PRODUCTS TO TREAT ISSUE

Clear Fast - PT871, PT873
A fast-acting formula that clears cloudy or discolored pond water and helps clump 
debris, making it easier for removal by mechanical filtration.

Pond Clean Granules - PT905, PT906, PT907
A fast-acting formula, cleans and clears pond water on contact, quickly cleaning 
rocks and waterfalls.

Pond Clean Granules - PT905, PT906, PT907
A fast-acting formula, cleans and clears pond water on contact, quickly cleaning 
rocks and waterfalls.

Pond Clean Liquid - PT881, PT883
Quickly restores your pond's natural balance and helps prevent unsightly water 
conditions.

Clear Fast - PT871, PT873
A fast-acting formula that clears cloudy or discolored pond water and helps clump 
debris, making it easier for removal by mechanical filtration.  

Bio Booster* - PT891, PT893
Millions of beneficial bacteria boost the natural biological efficiency of ponds as well 
as reduce and control toxins.

Bio Sludge Control* - PT886, PT888
Formulated to break down organic solids, it safely activates immediately when 
added to the pond.  
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*use together to prevent an Ammonia spike


